Parallel Nanoshaping of Brittle Semiconductor Nanowires for Strained Electronics.
Semiconductor nanowires (SCNWs) provide a unique tunability of electro-optical property than their bulk counterparts (e.g., polycrystalline thin films) due to size effects. Nanoscale straining of SCNWs is desirable to enable new ways to tune the properties of SCNWs, such as electronic transport, band structure, and quantum properties. However, there are two bottlenecks to prevent the real applications of straining engineering of SCNWs: strainability and scalability. Unlike metallic nanowires which are highly flexible and mechanically robust for parallel shaping, SCNWs are brittle in nature and could easily break at strains slightly higher than their elastic limits. In addition, the ability to generate nanoshaping in large scale is limited with the current technologies, such as the straining of nanowires with sophisticated manipulators, nanocombing NWs with U-shaped trenches, or buckling NWs with prestretched elastic substrates, which are incompatible with semiconductor technology. Here we present a top-down fabrication methodology to achieve large scale nanoshaping of SCNWs in parallel with tunable elastic strains. This method utilizes nanosecond pulsed laser to generate shock pressure and conformably deform the SCNWs onto 3D-nanostructured silicon substrates in a scalable and ultrafast manner. A polymer dielectric nanolayer is integrated in the process for cushioning the high strain-rate deformation, suppressing the generation of dislocations or cracks, and providing self-preserving mechanism for elastic strain storage in SCNWs. The elastic strain limits have been studied as functions of laser intensity, dimensions of nanowires, and the geometry of nanomolds. As a result of 3D straining, the inhomogeneous elastic strains in GeNWs result in notable Raman peak shifts and broadening, which bring more tunability of the electrical-optical property in SCNWs than traditional strain engineering. We have achieved the first 3D nanostraining enhanced germanium field-effect transistors from GeNWs. Due to laser shock induced straining effect, a more than 2-fold hole mobility enhancement and a 120% transconductance enhancement are obtained from the fabricated back-gated field effect transistors. The presented nanoshaping of SCNWs provide new ways to manipulate nanomaterials with tunable electrical-optical properties and open up many opportunities for nanoelectronics, the nanoelectrical-mechanical system, and quantum devices.